Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Many situations in daily life or in science need to distinguish between several objects. Therefore, similarity and dissimilarity measures are important to evaluate a degree of resemblance between two or more objects. Many similarity/dissimilarity measures are available in the literature and the choice of one of them is done each time two images, cases, objects, situations, texts or data must be compared.

We are interested in measuring the similarity/dissimilarity of general objects characterized by a profile formed by a finite number of attributes or features. Then any object is identified by a vector which is binary (if the features can only belong or not to the object) or, as it has been more recently preferred, with elements in \[0, 1\] (if a partial degree of membership is accepted). In this setting, one can simply compare the vectors, rather than the objects themselves. For that, many papers on this subject present in the literature (see for instance \[[@CR5], [@CR7], [@CR10]\]) discuss about the opportunity of considering as dissimilarity measure a (pseudo) distance function or a measure of comparison, as studied in \[[@CR1]\] generalizing Tversky's contrast model \[[@CR11]\] (for a general parametrised form, see \[[@CR5]\]). Usually the comparison is made for a particular environment and "a posteriori" (on the basis of the obtained results), focusing on one or more specific properties.

With the purpose to provide conscious reasons to use a particular similarity measure on the basis of the semantics behind this choice, in \[[@CR2]--[@CR4]\] we characterized two classes of similarity measures using the paradigm of measurement theory. These classes are very large and contain as particular cases almost all the known measures in the sense of Tversky's contrast model and its generalizations. The study starts from the concept of comparative similarity and provides the conditions related to the primitive idea of similarity which are accepted when choosing a measure of this class.

The aim of this paper is to make an equivalent study for dissimilarity measures which only depend on the distances between the degrees of membership of two objects, related to any feature. This class contains many distances (for instance, the Manhattan distance, the Minkowski distance, and the weighted Euclidean distance). The particular subclass of the weighted Manhattan distance (depending on a vector of parameters) is then considered and is completely characterized by the comparative dissimilarity agreeing with one element of such class.
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=============
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The next axiom requires the comparative degree of dissimilarity to be independent of the common increment of presence/absence of the features in the objects of a pair. In fact, what is discriminant is the difference between the membership degrees of each feature.
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The next example shows a situation of three pairs that the axioms **(FD0)** and **(FD1)** require to be equivalent.

Example 1 {#FPar2}
---------

Let us consider a comparative dissimilarity among apartments in New York, described by the following attributes:*a* = it is small;*b* = it is centrally located;*c* = it has a modern kitchen;*d* = it has a panoramic view;*e* = it is near a metro station.

Given the fuzzy description profiles below, axioms **(FD0)** and **(FD1)** require that one must retain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The next axiom is a local strong form of symmetry.
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Example 2 {#FPar3}
---------

Refer to the features in Example [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} and consider the fuzzy description profiles below. Accepting axioms **(FD0)** and **(FD2)** implies to set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(X'',Y'') \sim (X''',Y''')$$\end{document}$.

As the following proposition shows, for a transitive complete relation, local symmetry implies symmetry. We note that the transitivity is necessary and that the converse does not hold.

Proposition 1 {#FPar4}
-------------
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Proof {#FPar5}
-----

The proof trivially follows by applying at most *p* times **(FD2)** and **(FD0)**. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\square $$\end{document}$

The next proposition shows that under axioms **(FD0)** and **(FD1)**, all pairs of identical fuzzy description profiles are equivalent.

Proposition 2 {#FPar6}
-------------

Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof {#FPar7}
-----
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The following axiom is a boundary condition. It provides a natural left limitation: "the elements of each pair (*X*, *Y*) are at least dissimilar to each other as an element of the pair is from itself". On the other hand, for the right limitation it is not enough to refer to any pair $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following is a monotonicity axiom.
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The following Theorem [1](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} shows that the introduced axioms are necessarily satisfied by any comparative dissimilarity agreeing with a dissimilarity measure, taking into account the distances of the degree of membership of each feature in the compared fuzzy description profiles. The same axioms become necessary and sufficient together with the following structural axiom **(Q)**, known as Debreu's condition \[[@CR6]\], which assures the representability of a weak order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We need to precise that we adopt as fuzzy inclusion the classic concept introduced by Zadeh \[[@CR12]\], as follows: if *X*, *Y* are fuzzy sets of a set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 1 {#FPar8}
---------
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Proof {#FPar9}
-----
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We now prove the validity of statement *a)* of condition *(ii)*. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Representation by a Weighted Manhattan Distance {#Sec4}
===============================================

Condition *(ii)* of Theorem [1](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} identifies a too wide and therefore too general class of functions. In the following we will study the relations representable by the elements of a particular subclass of functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 2 {#FPar10}
------------
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The next axiom will represent "the constraint accepted" to obtain that the function representing our comparative dissimilarity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Rationality Principle {#Sec5}
---------------------
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In the next example we provide a comparative dissimilarity assessment which violates the above rationality principle.

### Example 3 {#FPar11}

Referring to the features in Example [1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}, let us consider the following profiles: Suppose now to assign the following reasonable relation: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is easy to prove that the relation violates axiom **(R)**. By trivial computations, taking all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 2 {#FPar12}
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### Proof {#FPar13}
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To prove **(FD1)** and **(FD2)** it is sufficient to note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Representability Theorems {#Sec6}
-------------------------

In the following we consider nontrivial relations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem 3 {#FPar14}
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### Remark 1 {#FPar16}
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### Theorem 4 {#FPar17}
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### Proof {#FPar18}
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In this paper we characterize comparative dissimilarities on fuzzy description profiles, representable by elements of a class of dissimilarity measures only depending on the attribute-wise distance. This very large class contains all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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